Agenda

HW2 Live Grading
Citations
Paper Review
Assignment
Citation Format

There is no standard citation format
Different communities
  APA, Chicago, .................
Different conferences/journals
  ACM, IEEE, ........

Learn how to use tools
  BibTex
  Online Services (e.g., Mendeley)
    Demo: Google Scholar, IEEE, ACM
  Word
Citation

Clean! Clean! Clean!
(esp. for websites, links, datasheets)

Consistency! Consistency! Consistency!
Examples
Citations

Can take a long time to format citations.

Is it worth it?
Critique

Critique is a method of disciplined, systematic analysis of a written or oral discourse. Critique is commonly understood as fault finding and negative judgment, but it can also involve merit recognition, and in the philosophical tradition it also means a methodical practice of doubt. – (Wikipedia)
Coping with Criticism

Keep it professional
Don’t take it personally
Understand it
Respond at the right time
Challenge as appropriate

http://ckscience.co.uk/candidate/career-zone/work-place-advice/5-ways-to-deal-with-criticism-at-work/

Do unto others as you would have them do to you. – (lots of places)
A Paper Review

“While the exercise is useful, the paper does not have any new concepts or implementation caveats that I think are worth publishing. All of the design description seems straightforward integration of existing systems. The evaluation is also very weak.”

--- excerpt from a review received by the instructor
“Despite the limited practical applicability, I find the paper interesting for the sheer courage to try something out of the ordinary and to properly explore its limits.”

-- excerpt from a review received by the instructor
How to Review a Paper?

• Form and Content

• Parts of a paper
  – What do you expect in each paper?
How to Review a Paper? - Considerations

Novelty
Importance
Generality
Rigor
Insights
We looked at a few examples of paper reviews.
HW3 – Related Work

List papers related to your research.
Write related work
  At least one visualization
  Appropriate organization
Improve related work
Formatted References